There is no charge for a lab to sign up for the EasyRx Connected Lab Plan to implement the EasyRx digital workflow and receive EasyRx Prescriptions. Optionally, labs can choose to pay monthly to integrate EasyRx 3D, workflow, production and invoice solutions.
An EasyRx Connected Lab can:

- Implement the EasyRx Digital Workflow for your practices
- Digitally receive prescriptions from any practice using EasyRx
- Work with neat, legible EasyRx prescriptions with supporting digital files attached
- Invite your practices to sign up for EasyRx
- Communicate securely with practices
- Mark prescriptions as checked in, shipped and provide tracking information
- Customize the EasyRx Universal Library of parts, appliances and templates and share with practices using EasyRx
- Catalog precise, customized prescription templates for practices
- Configure their customized acrylic color chart and decals

Optionally, labs can also implement:

- EasyRx Standard +3D, which offers EasyRx 3D Basing features and EasyRx Aligner Tracking System to track and manage clear aligner cases
- Implement EasyRx Enterprise or Jenmar VisualDLP to implement order management, production and invoicing
Use the EasyRx Aligner Tracking System to setup clear aligner workflow to track and manage your aligner cases.

Use the Aligner Tracking Dashboard to track total number of trays for the treatment, configure batches tracking trays to print and deliver, setup reminders to print, deliver and contact the patient. Completely integrated with the EasyRx Universal Lab Prescription and Digital Workflow platform.
The easiest and fastest STL basing software available today.

EasyRx 3D Bracket Removal

Use EasyRx 3D Bracket Removal to remove brackets from STL files
Whether the file is from an intra-oral scanner, cone-beam or from a digital study model service from a lab, EasyRx 3D provides a fast and efficient solution to view and edit STL files.

- 100% Cloud – no software download to view, trim and base your 3D/STL files any longer
- Compatible with standard browsers like Chrome, Safari, Firefox, IE
- Compatible with industry brands like iTero, TRIOS and Carestream

**EasyRx View**
- Quickly and easily view standard 3D/STL files inside your browser
- Includes STL File Optimize feature

**EasyRx 3D Edit**
- Trim and base STL files
- Artifact Removal Tool
- Add Regular and Hollow bases
- Set base height and wall thickness on hollow models
- Add labels to models, like patient name, date, Rx number
- Save based STL files
- Remove Brackets with EasyRx 3D Bracket Removal
- Quick and easy access via EasyFS. EasyFS is a unique file access system providing secure, direct access to files outside of EasyRx, like 3D printer software.

*EasyRx 3D View is a standard feature in all EasyRx Practice and EasyRx Lab plans.
**EasyRx 3D Edit is included in EasyRx Practice EasyRx 3D - Standard and Premium plans and EasyRx Lab Standard, Premium and Enterprise plans.
*** EasyRx 3D Bracket Removal is an add on to the EasyRx Practice EasyRx 3D - Standard and Premium plans and EasyRx Lab Standard and Enterprise plans.
Why EasyRx Connected Lab?

- Implement a full digital prescription workflow for your lab for free!
- Invite your practices to sign up for EasyRx.
- Connect to any practice using EasyRx.
- Differentiate your lab from other labs who are using web portals, PDFs and third-party file sharing services.
- EasyRx prescriptions reduce common errors seen on confusing and sometimes indecipherable hand-drawn prescription sketches.
- Secure communication with your practices, improving compliance for everyone.
- Use EasyConnect to integrate EasyRx with your current lab software systems.
- EasyRx integrates with Magic Touch Software and Jenmar VisualDLP.
- EasyRx 3D Edit: Trim, base, label and save your STL files. Digitally remove brackets with EasyRx 3D Bracket Removal.
- Your custom Connected Lab Profile can be seen by all EasyRx Practice customers.
- One application to manage all patient prescriptions and digital files, including 3D Model/STL files.
- No disconnect. Using EasyRx, practices submit their Rxs and supporting STL files from one application.
- No longer rely on PDFs, emails, scans and third-party file sharing services.
- The EasyRx Universal Library of parts, appliances and templates allows for prescription standardization.
- Go Green—eliminate burdensome paper trails with EasyRx.
- Protect your prescription data. Your data is securely stored and backed up per ADA and HIPAA mandates.
- EasyRx Pay for Practice. Choose Pay for Practice to pay for EasyRx for certain practice customers.
- We will demo, train and help you implement EasyRx.
As a tech at one of the largest labs, I see a lot of different Rxs. I have to say that EasyRx is by far my favorite. Not only is it easy but like they say a picture is worth a thousand words. I love not only the diagram but how they have everything on one page. Makes it to where there is less room for mistakes/errors. You know that the doctors have to love that! Thanks EasyRx for making my job easier.

Matt Walls
Specialty Appliances
Orthodontic Laboratory
With the acquisition of Jenmar, EasyRx now offers the only fully integrated practice facing lab prescription, digital workflow, 3D software, and comprehensive lab management software platform for practices and labs. EasyRx and Jenmar are closing the gap between practices and labs, creating a universal lab management platform.
Jenmar VisualDLP is a comprehensive cloud-based dental laboratory management software built on 30 years of experience!

VisualDLP’s suite of dental laboratory management features lets you manage your lab like never before!

With Jenmar’s VisualDLP labs can:

- Invoice and Bill Orders
- Manage production workflows and activities
- Track remakes – internal and external
- Manage doctor and account preferences
- Create custom Production Workflows by Product or Account
- Audit Changes to Orders and who made them
- Lab Dashboard – Centralized Dashboard for case management
- Asset Manager – Equipment Maintenance and Repair Tracking
- Delivery Module – Real time case deliver tracking
- Report Designer – Edit and Customize statements, invoices, work tickets, reports
- Bar Code Station – Technician Interface
  - Clock In / Clock Out
  - See Work to do / assign
  - Checkout as complete – allow tech to get credit
  - View Cases / Edit Parts
We believe in open platform methodology. EasyConnect is our comprehensive API platform to connect and integrate third party technologies like practice management software, lab management software, digital design services, intra-oral scanners and 3D printers. Built on the powerful and scaleable Kafka platform, EasyConnect provides a secure and reliable architecture to access the data you need.
Schedule your demo today!
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